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About a decade ago the fundamental operating principle of the Blockchain was

introduced. It took several years before the technology gained widespread recognition

in industry and academic communities outside of the computer science sphere. Since

then many academic communities have taken up the topic, but so far no well-defined

research agenda has emerged: research topics are scattered and rigorous approaches

are scarce. More often than not, use cases implemented by industry apply a trial and

error approach and there exists a dearth of theory-based academic papers on the

topic following robust methodologies. Being a nascent research topic, case studies

on Blockchain applications are a suitable approach to systematically transfer industry

experience into research agendas which benefit both theory development and testing as

well as design science research. In this paper I offer guidelines and suggestions on how

to design and structure Blockchain case studies to create value for academia and the

industry. More specifically, I describe Blockchain characteristics and challenges, present

existing Blockchain case studies, and discuss various types of case study research and

how they can be useful for industry and academic research. I conclude with a framework

and a checklist for Blockchain case study research.

Keywords: blockchain, blockchain characteristics, distributed ledger technology, case study, use case, theory

development, case study checklist, case study framework

INTRODUCTION

Within roughly a decade the Blockchain has shifted from a rather obscure and poorly understood
topic into a phenomenon that has gained widespread mass media attention and attracts academics
and practitioners alike. The growth in size of selected Blockchain networks, as measured by the
number of unique addresses participating in daily activities, exhibits an exponential development
following Metcalfe’s law (Alabi, 2017). In spite of a sharp drop in the prices of Bitcoin and other
cryptocurrencies at the end of the year 2017, the general Blockchain market size is still estimated to
grow from USD 242 million in 2016 to USD 7,684 million by 2022, at a compound annual growth
rate of 79.6% (MarketsandMarkets., 2017).

The emergence of Blockchain publications in leading academic journals has shown a substantial
time lag in comparison to industry adoption. Outside of the computer science and cryptography
communities, the first academic journal publications discussing Bitcoin appeared around 2012,
followed by papers dealing with the Blockchain and DLT (Distributed Ledger Technology) around
2015. This delay has partly to do with lengthy review cycles of top-tier academic journals, but also
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with the complexity of the technology in combination with
poorly understood and unclear use cases. This situation has
changed with the emergence of publications targeting a broader
audience, in which the authors speculate about potential
application scenarios for the technology (Swan, 2015; Tapscott
and Tapscott, 2016; Iansiti and Lakhani, 2017). Many of
the suggested use cases are far-reaching in terms of their
potential implications and cover a wide range of industries
and applications, including financial services, transportation and
supply chain management, media and entertainment, education,
tourism, public services, consumer services, voting, and academic
peer reviews (Yli-Huumo et al., 2016; Bahga and Madisetti, 2017;
Lacity, 2018a; Önder and Treiblmaier, 2018; Treiblmaier, 2018;
Treiblmaier and Beck, 2019a,b).

The relevance of the Blockchain for the Information Systems
community is 2-fold. First, researchers with an interest in the
implications of the technology may want to better understand
the behavioral (on an individual, group, and organizational
level) and economic impacts of the Blockchain as well as its
antecedents. Second, design science researchers may want to
focus on the application of Blockchain technology to design and
implement novel and innovative artifacts, which also includes the
potential transformation of software development and business
processes (Sillaber et al., 2018). While academia focuses largely
on enhancing and refining existing frameworks and theories,
as well as creating new ones, the industry needs advice and
practical solutions.

The current lack of long-term experience with the Blockchain
is aggravated by the fact that the technology is not yet mature,
and therefore still under development. In their search for
barriers to Blockchain adoption, Holotiuk et al. (2018) identified
the lack of Blockchain use cases as a key challenge. A well-
structured research agenda that encourages the systematic and
comprehensive documentation of the findings of Blockchain case
studies is therefore needed to ensure the cumulative compilation
of knowledge and to provide guidance for the industry. Ideally,
such a research agenda builds on previous research and allows
for the comparability and straightforward integration of new
findings. Given the flexibility and broad applicability of case
studies (Cavaye, 1996), they are well-suited for investigating
nascent phenomena and structuring a research domain. They
have the potential to bring together academic rigor and practical
relevance, while simultaneously ensuring a substantial amount of
methodological freedom (Yin, 2014; Ridder, 2017).

Beck et al. (2017) suggest a list of Blockchain research
topics for the IS community, including new business models,
disruption, implementation types, sustainability issues,
organizational implications, application development, Internet
of Things (IoT) applications, challenges of implementing
business logic, and limits of applications. Notably, all of these
topics can be investigated with the help of carefully designed,
executed and documented case studies. Existing Blockchain case
studies are rare and are often published as anecdotes without
a clearly defined structure, which makes it hard to critically
evaluate them and to use them as a solid basis for further
research or recommendations for the industry. It is therefore my
goal to provide suggestions on how anecdotal evidence can be

turned into systematic knowledge by considering the principles
and guidelines of academic case study research.

In section Blockchain: Definitions, Characteristics and
Challenges I present definitions, characteristics and challenges
of the Blockchain, to lay a foundation for the remainder of
this paper. In section Case Study Research and the Blockchain
I differentiate between four types of theory-based case study
research, each of which has its respective strengths and
weaknesses, and provide an overview of existing Blockchain
case studies, which cover one or more use cases, respectively.
In section Designing and Reporting Blockchain Case Studies I
present a generic framework for Blockchain case study research,
followed by a proposed structure for systematic Blockchain
case study papers. I end the paper with a brief conclusion in
section Conclusion.

BLOCKCHAIN: DEFINITIONS,
CHARACTERISTICS AND CHALLENGES

The Blockchain is a technology, or rather a combination of
technologies (Narayanan and Clark, 2017), that is still under
development. In a recent white paper the IEEE states that the
“Blockchain, as an industry, has entered its Cambrian phase”
(Peck, 2017, p. 1), alluding to the rapid diversification of various
life forms during that period.

The term Blockchain originates from the original description
of Bitcoin by the mysterious author (or group of authors)
identified as Satoshi Nakamoto (2008). Nakamoto never actually
uses the term “Blockchain” in his/her/their seminal paper, but
instead describes how transactions, hashes, and nonces can be
grouped together into a block-based data structure in which
the single blocks are chained together by including the hash of
a previous block. Since then, the term Blockchain has gained
widespread public attention and is most commonly used to
denote what can be more loosely described as “trustless systems,”
indicating that the amount of trust required of individual
actors is minimized. Most authors, however, do not care so
much about a chain of blocks, but rather about the underlying
characteristics of the technology which facilitate the creation of
decentralized systems whose functioning does not necessitate
specific trustworthy entities. It therefore makes sense to also
consider the broader term “Distributed Ledger Technology”
(DLT) in any paper dealing with the Blockchain in order to also
include technologies that do not exhibit a chain-like structure,
such as, for example, Tangle, a directed acyclic graph (DAG) used
by IOTA, which entangles a stream of individual transactions.
Another solution based on directed acyclic graphs is Hashgraph,
a DLT with a consensus mechanism that does not rely on
an energy-consuming proof-of-work mechanism. The major
advantage of avoiding a linear block chain lies mainly in the faster
throughput of the transactions (Schueffel, 2017).

Table 1 lists several Blockchain and DLT definitions. The core
of every Blockchain/DLT system is the distributed storage of data
across multiple ledgers that can be spread across institutions and
countries. While Meiklejohn et al. (2016) specifically refer to
the Bitcoin Blockchain, all other definitions are more generic.
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TABLE 1 | Blockchain and DLT definitions.

Author Definition

Government Office for Science., 2016, p. 17. Distributed ledgers are a type of database that is spread across multiple sites, countries or institutions, and is

typically public. Records are stored one after the other in a continuous ledger, rather than sorted into blocks, but

they can only be added when the participants reach a quorum.

Lacity, 2018a, p. 41. A Blockchain application is a distributed, peer-to-peer system for validating, time-stamping, and permanently

storing transactions on a distributed ledger that uses cryptography to authenticate digital asset ownership and

asset authenticity, and consensus algorithms to add validated transactions to the ledger and to ensure the

ongoing integrity of the ledger’s complete history.

Meiklejohn et al., 2016, p. 87. The Bitcoin Blockchain is “a replicated graph data structure that encodes all Bitcoin activity, past and present, in

terms of the public digital signing keys party to each transaction.”

Mougayar, 2016, p. 4. • Technically, the Blockchain is a back-end database that maintains a distributed ledger that can be inspected

openly.

• Business-wise, the Blockchain is an exchange network for moving transactions, value, assets between peers,

without the assistance of intermediaries.

• Legally speaking, the Blockchain validates transactions, replacing previously trusted entities.

Treiblmaier, 2018, p. 547. A Blockchain is “a digital, decentralized and distributed ledger in which transactions are logged and added in

chronological order with the goal of creating permanent and tamper-proof records.”

The key characteristics include the distributed nature of the
Blockchain, the immutability of the data, and the necessity of
achieving consensus on which transactions are to be recorded.
Each of these characteristics, and several others, are discussed
in more detail in the following section. To date, no generally
accepted definition of the Blockchain has emerged. It is therefore
necessary to clearly describe the type of Blockchain/DLT being
used in a specific case study and to outline the reasons for that
particular choice.

The characteristics of the Blockchain, some of which might
be only assumed or are currently under debate for technological,
economic, business-related or legal reasons (Hoelscher, 2018;
Kim and Justl, 2018; Posadas, 2018), enable a wide variety of
applications across multiple industries. Table 2 lists important
characteristics of the Blockchain that emerged from a review of
the literature as well as from interviews I personally conducted
with 24 experts between January and February 2018. The
interviews each lasted between 12 and 23min. All interviews
were recorded, transcribed and analyzed according to recognized
standards for qualitative content analysis and grounded theory
development (Glaser and Strauss, 1967; Hsieh and Shannon,
2005). The experts were chosen from the member directory
of a large Blockchain interest group in Austria and included
representatives of organizations from various industries (e.g.,
finance, energy, transportation), interest groups, consulting
agencies, governmental institutions and educational institutions.
All of the interview partners had substantial previous experience
with Blockchain technology, such as the implementation and
evaluation of diverse use cases, industry consulting projects, or
the mining of cryptocurrencies. More details can be found in
Treiblmaier and Umlauff (2019).

The shown characteristics might not apply equally well to all
types of Blockchain manifestations. A permissioned Blockchain
run bymembers of a consortium, for example, represents a rather
closed ecosystem with clearly defined participants and control
structures that are (partly) centralized, which contrasts with
permissionless Blockchains that offer free access for anyone. The
inherent differences between these systems have repercussions

TABLE 2 | Blockchain characteristics.

Characteristic Consequences

Positive Negative

Immutability Internet of Value,

traceability

Inflexibility

Transparency Efficiency of data

retrieval

Privacy, information

leakage

Programmability Execution in a

deterministic manner

Unchangeable source

code

Decentralization Disintermediation Disintermediation

Consensus Minimize necessary

trust

Energy consumption

(PoW), potential

centralization of power

Distributed trust Establish trust Elimination of personal

relationships

regarding issues such as privacy, throughput, and the choice of
consensus mechanisms.

Immutability is frequently mentioned as the central
characteristic of the Blockchain, since it allows for the
transformation of the “Internet of Information,” in which
digital data can be copied without loss of accuracy, into the
“Internet of Value,” in which units representing value can be
transferred between peers and double spending can be prevented.
Immutability is also highly desirable if transactions need to be
tracked along the supply chain. However, this property comes at
a cost. If data needs to be changed, which might be due to legal
reasons (Posadas, 2018), the Blockchain does not pose the most
efficient data structure to do so. Furthermore, participation in
public Blockchains is pseudonymous (or pseudo-anonymous),
not anonymous, which raises privacy issues as it does not
preclude identification (Meiklejohn et al., 2016).

The transparency of Blockchains is achieved by allowing
users read-only access to previous transactions and to inspect
the content of smart contracts. This is especially important
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if products need to be tracked along the supply chain
(Kshetri, 2018). Again, it is crucial to differentiate between
permissioned and permissionless Blockchains, with the former
being run by members of a consortium and access thus
restricted. In contrast, permissionless Blockchains, such as
Bitcoin, allow for the inspection of blocks by everyone. While
transparency and accountability are desirable in many instances,
this might not hold true for all use cases. For example,
private users might be concerned about sensitive personal
data, and organizations might fear the leakage of confidential
financial information.

The programmability of the Blockchain has rapidly improved
in recent years. Bitcoin uses a basic scripting language, called
Script, which intentionally avoids complex operations such
as loops. In order to overcome this perceived limitation,
the platform Ethereum (Wood, 2014) introduced a Turing
complete language called Solidity, which is currently the
most popular language for the creation of so-called smart
contracts (Szabo, 1997): self-executing computer programs that
execute in a deterministic and pre-defined way. However, this
deterministic execution frequently lacks the flexibility needed
in legal contracts and highlights the difficulties of reducing
contractual relationships and the complexities of the real world
into computer code (Mik, 2017).

One of the most frequently cited characteristics of the
Blockchain is its decentralized nature. This is not only true for
the storage of data, but also for decision making and governance.
Again, differences between Blockchain types exist, but in general
no central authority is needed to validate transactions between
peers. This leads to disintermediation, which, depending on the
perspective, can be seen as both an advantage and a disadvantage.
New governance structures can help to create more effective
and efficient organizational structures and to reduce transaction
costs. At the same time, disintermediationmay be seen as a major
threat for incumbents who hold strategic positions in existing
supply chains and value networks (Treiblmaier, 2018).

Decentralization is made possible by innovative consensus
protocols across a network of nodes. Such protocols make
sure that the task of compiling transactions and creating new
blocks follows strict rules which do not favor one peer over
another. The most widely known consensus algorithm, which
is implemented in Bitcoin, is called proof-of-work (PoW)
mining and is based on solving a mathematically demanding
puzzle with dynamically adjustable complexities (Yuan and
Wang, 2018). During the evolution phase of Bitcoin, which
saw a soaring exchange rate, miners invested more and more
resources and PoW became notorious for its excessive use
of energy. It is noteworthy, however, that PoW is only one
out of a multitude of potential consensus algorithms used for
permissionless networks, and various alternatives exist (e.g.,
proof-of-stake (PoS), which can be used in a hybrid form
together with PoW; Byzantine fault tolerance-based consensus;
crash fault tolerance-based consensus) (Nguyen and Kim, 2018).
Summarizing, the Blockchain can lead either to the consolidation
of existing or the creation of new power structures.

Finally, the Blockchain enables the distribution of trust, such
that it does not necessitate high levels of confidence in single

authorities. Greiner and Wang (2015) introduced the notion of
trust-free systems which use the Blockchain to create a verified,
immutable, and available record of transactions that is governed
by the system itself. However, as Hawlitschek et al. (2018) point
out, the conceptualization of trust depends on the context,
which is in their study the sharing industry, and will depend
on creating trusted interfaces. However, the potential elimination
of existing relationships and the emergence of an economy that
is controlled by automatically executed processes is not without
dispute, as the disappearance of personal relationships might lead
to undesirable consequences.

I do not list all of the characteristics of the Blockchain
mentioned in the (gray and academic) literature, such as the
data being chronological, time-stamped, and cryptographically
sealed (Deloitte., 2017), since those are usually means to an
end. However, such characteristics should also be discussed
in case studies if they represent an important factor in the
respective research project. I recommend that every case study
contains some reflection on why the respective characteristics
of that particular Blockchain configuration were chosen from
among the alternatives, why they were important, how they
were applied, and what (un)intended consequences arose from
their application.

The substantial interest surrounding the Blockchain has been
fueled by the great variety of possible use cases and its potential
applicability in many industries (Tapscott and Tapscott, 2016).
However, actual implementations must be assimilated within
existing complex social, economic, institutional, regulatory and
physical systems (Lacity and Willcocks, 2018), which can
generate the numerous practical problems of implementation
shown in Table 3.

Swan (2015) lists various technical challenges, such as
throughput, which determine the scalability of the Blockchain
solution. This is mostly an issue for public Blockchains
that depend on an elaborate consensus mechanism between
peers. The Bitcoin network with a theoretical maximum of 7
transactions per second (tps) lags far behind the processing
power of VISA (2,000 tps), Twitter (5,000 tps) and advertising
networks (>100,000 tps). A performance analysis of Hyperledger
Fabric and Ethereum, two popular Blockchain platforms,
showed that the former consistently outperformed the latter,
but the authors still conclude that “both platforms are still
not competitive with current database systems in term of
performances in high workload scenarios” (Pongnumkul et al.,
2017, p. 1). Another related issue is latency, the processing
time for a transaction in a network, which, in the case of
Bitcoin, amounts to 10min. This processing time has been
chosen on purpose to avoid chain splits, and will not be reduced
in the future. Furthermore, in order to increase security it is
recommended to wait for several confirmed transactions, which
further increases latency (Swan, 2015). Again, the situationmight
look quite different for permissioned networks that are less prone
to threats such as double-spending attacks due to deliberately
chosen validators. Further challenges include the ever-increasing
size of Blockchains, which consumes a considerable amount of
bandwidth due to redundancies in data storage and transfer, and
which constitutes a waste of resources, which is most obvious in
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TABLE 3 | Blockchain challenges (Swan, 2015; Lemieux, 2016; Kshetri, 2017;

Lacity, 2018b; Saad et al., 2019).

Challenge Description

Throughput Number of transactions being processed within a

specific period of time.

Latency Amount of time before a transaction is processed.

Size and bandwidth The Blockchain grows over time as new blocks are

constantly added. This also consumes considerable

bandwidth for downloading data.

Wasted resources Blockchain-intrinsic inefficiencies such as redundant

data transmission, storage and energy-consuming

consensus protocols.

Usability Users’ interactions with Blockchain applications.

Versioning, hard

forks, multiple chains

A multitude of Blockchain versions and forks facilitate

attacks and hamper cross-transactions.

Privacy The right to control access to (personal) information as

well as to delete it.

Evidentiary quality,

Trustworthiness of

records

Questions pertaining to the truthfulness of content on the

Blockchain.

Lack of Standards No standards have emerged yet for access rights, data

structures and allowable transactions.

Regulations Legislation is lagging behind technological development.

Shared governance Blockchain solutions call for new structures that might

disrupt existing governance.

Viable ecosystem The attraction of a critical mass of adopters.

Attack Surface The Blockchain as a target of potential attacks.

the case of the PoW consensus mechanism that essentially trades
energy for security. The proliferation of different Blockchains
furthermore leads to an increasingly complex and hard to use
infrastructure that hampers communication between chains and
facilitates attacks on smaller chains.

Privacy and the Blockchain is a complex issue which arises
mainly due to the immutability of data on the Blockchain. The
situation is especially complex for personal data relating to an
identified or identifiable natural person. The European Union’s
General Data Privacy Regulation (GDPR), which took effect
on May 25, 2018, provides a set of regulations to ensure that
individuals within the EU and those that conduct transactions
within the EU can guarantee the protection of individual data.
The GDPR, however, was written with a centralized entity in
mind that has the power to control access rights, which is not
case when Blockchain technology is used. It is thus unclear how
Blockchain technology will comport with the GDPR (Posadas,
2018). However, as Kshetri (2017) points out, the Blockchain also
bears the potential to strengthen cybersecurity and privacy by
deterring cybercriminals and unauthorized data manipulators.
Additionally, it offers the possibility of allowing individuals to
control their own private data. It does not, however, guarantee
the reliability of information and has limitations as a solution for
keeping trustworthy digital records (Lemieux, 2016).

Lacity (2018b) lists various managerial challenges that include
the specification of standards for access rights, data structures,
and allowable transactions. Furthermore, she points out that
current legislation lags behind technological developments,

which creates insecurity on the side of organizations. A largely
unexplored area is the need for new organizational structures that
are able to cope with the idiosyncrasies of the Blockchain (see
also Treiblmaier, 2018). Additionally, a major success factor of
any technological solution is the attraction of a critical mass of
adopters beyond the core originators, which is currently unclear
formany Blockchain solutions that are still in an embryonic stage.

Finally, it must not be forgotten that the Blockchain is a
potential target for manifold attacks. Just because the current
cryptographic system and the chain of transactions in Bitcoin
have so far withstood external attacks does not mean that
Blockchain systems in general are resistant to all kinds of
attacks. Saad et al. (2019) differentiate between three different
attack areas, namely cryptographic constructs, the distributed
architecture of the system, and the application context. They
discuss a variety of potential attacks, including Blockchain forks,
stale blocks and orphaned blocks, selfish mining, the 51% attack,
DNS (domain name system) attacks, distributed denial of service
attacks, consensus delays, Blockchain ingestion, double spending,
and wallet theft.

A comparison between Tables 2, 3 reveals various
challenges (which might turn into serious problems during
implementation or runtime) that are inextricably linked to
the basic characteristics of the Blockchain. For example,
conflicting goals such as creating publicly available solutions
that guarantee security and privacy pose major technological,
legal and organizational challenges. The same holds true if
legal regulations demand the removal of data upon request,
which contradicts immutability as a basic characteristic of
the Blockchain. These are just some examples out of many
potential areas of conflict that need to be carefully documented
in case studies.

CASE STUDY RESEARCH AND
THE BLOCKCHAIN

In his seminal book on case study research, Yin (2014) gives
a 2- fold definition for case studies in which he differentiates
between scope and features. More specifically, he defines a case
study as “an empirical inquiry that investigates a contemporal
phenomenon (the ‘case’) in depth and within its real-world
context, especially when the boundaries between phenomenon
and context may not be clearly evident” (p. 16). Since the
phenomenon and the context are sometimes hard to distinguish,
the features of a case also need to be considered (p. 17): “a case
study inquiry copes with the technically distinctive situation in
which there will be many more variables of interest than data
points, and as one result relies on multiple sources of evidence,
with data needing to converge in a triangulating fashion, and as
another result benefits from the prior development of theoretical
propositions to guide data collection and analysis.” Yin explicitly
differentiates between rigorous case studies and teaching cases,
with the latter having less strict formal requirements.

Burns (2000, p. 459) laments that “the case study has
unfortunately been used as a ‘catch – all’ category for anything
that does not fit into experimental, survey, or historicalmethods.”
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Much too often, case study research is reduced to being
exclusively exploratory without having a proper methodological
foundation. As a potential solution, Ridder (2017) presents a
comprehensive and differentiated perspective and introduces a
portfolio approach in which he presents four case study research
designs, each of which exhibits different strengths. These designs,
labeled “no theory first”, “gaps and holes,” “social construction
of theory” and “anomalies,” provide different contributions for
building, developing and testing theory, and are discussed in
more detail in the following section.

Case studies have a long tradition in IS. Benbasat et al.
(1987) introduce case study research as a viable alternative
to quantitative techniques that offers several advantages, such
as independence from large samples sizes or distributional
assumptions, as well as the potential of case studies to analyze
a phenomenon within its context (i.e., an idiographic research
strategy). Lee (1989) presents a scientific methodology for case
studies and identifies four major problems, namely making
controlled observations, making controlled deductions, allowing
for replicability, and allowing for generalizability. He then
describes how the alleged shortcomings of case studies can be
overcome by using “natural controls” (e.g., by observing one
person in varying, naturally occurring external situations), using
logical reasoning for making deductions, adapting predictions
while keeping the same theory and, finally, replicating case
studies in different settings to ensure their generalizability. Lee
furthermore suggests four considerations that can be used for
a general assessment: (1) Does the case study consider any
predictions through which the theory can be disproven?; (2) Are
all the predictions internally consistent?; (3) Does the case study
corroborate the theory through empirical testing?; and (4) Does
the case study eliminate rival theories?

Cavaye (1996) investigates case study research in IS and
concludes that “case study research can be used in the positivist
and interpretivist traditions, for testing and building theory,
with a single or multiple case study design, using qualitative
or mixed methods” (p. 227). Dubé and Paré (2003) focused
on rigor in information systems positivist case research by
investigating contemporaneous practices. They identified and
coded 183 case articles from seven major IS journals and
concluded “that while modest progress has been made with
respect to some specific attributes or criteria, the findings are
somewhat disappointing and there are still significant areas
for improvement” (p. 620). They especially lament the fact
that descriptive case studies lag far behind explanatory and
exploratory studies with respect to several attributes. The core
of their paper comprises detailed recommendations on how to
improve case study research designs, which include the use of
clear research questions, a priori specification of constructions,
discussion of theory and units of analysis, description of the
study context and roles of investigators, elucidation of the data
collection process, use of multiple data collection methods, data
triangulation, clarification of the data analysis process, use of field
notes, empirical testing, application of cross-case patterns, and a
comparison with extant literature.

Wynn andWilliams (2012) introduce principles for case study
research from a critical realist perspective. They derive their

principles directly from ontological (e.g., independent reality,
open systems) and epistemological (e.g., mediated knowledge,
unobservability of mechanisms) assumptions of critical realism
and propose five methodological principles, namely the
explication of events, explication of structure and content,
retroduction, empirical corroboration, and triangulation, as well
as the use of multiple methods.

A completely different approach is proposed by Avison et al.
(2017): the French New Novel tradition. They argue that this
style presents the richness of the problem situation and leaves
it up to the reader to discover meaning from the narrative. As
such, their approach does not provide specific guidelines and
the authors themselves state that “there is no consensus on the
techniques required to develop a narrative of this genre” (p. 267).
However, they also provide a detailed analysis as to how this
approach can be simultaneously demanding as well as inspiring,
and might provide an antidote to publications that blindly follow
a “formula.” In a similar vein, my intention in this paper is not
to favor a particular style or technique, but rather to illustrate the
full range of available possibilities. Understanding different types
of case studies thus presents an ideal starting point.

Typology of Academic Case Studies
As indicated in the previous section, case study research
is a far wider-ranging and more powerful approach than
many researchers might realize. Ridder (2017) presents a
comprehensive typology that is based on the seminal work of four
authors, namely Eisenhardt (1989) (no theory first, NTF), Yin
(2014) (gaps and holes, GAH), Stake (1995) (social construction
of reality, SCR), and Burawoy (2009) (anomalies, ANO). In
Table 4 I highlight themain features of the respective approaches.
A more detailed comparison can be found in Ridder (2017).

The general motivation for a specific case study distinguishes
the four academic approaches. Whereas, an NTF study starts
with a couple of preliminary variables and constructs, but no
assumed relationships, the research question in GAH is based on
existing theory and strives to answer “how and why” questions.
The main driving force behind SCR is the researchers’ curiosity
to understand a particular phenomenon, while an ANO case
study specifically investigates why a specific situation cannot be
explained by existing theory. Data collection also differs based on
the design. Purposive sampling, which is used in GAH as well as
SCR, chooses members of a population for inclusion in a study
based on the researchers’ judgment. The sampling approach in
GAH is highly dependent on the goal of the case study, which
might suggest the selection of extreme or unusual cases as well as
common or revelatory cases. In SCR the case is either of general
interest or may help to better understand a theoretical issue.
Theoretical sampling is a variation of purposive sampling with
a stronger focus on identifying important theoretical constructs
and their relationships (Ridder, 2017).

As far as data analysis is concerned, the focus of NTF lies
on the identification of emerging constructs within the case or
between cases. GAH, in which a tentative theory exists, focuses
on the correspondence between the researchers’ framework or
propositions and the data. The goal of SCR is to learn from
the case and to come up with a categorical aggregation. Finally,
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TABLE 4 | Case study research designs and their theoretical contributions (cf. Ridder, 2017).

No theory first (NTF) Gaps and holes (GAH) Social construction of

reality (SCR)

Anomalies (ANO)

Motivation Preliminary variables and

constructs, no

relationships

Existing theory Curiosity in the case Curiosity, contradictions

Data Theoretical sampling Purposive sampling Purposive sampling Theoretical sampling

Analysis Constructs and

relationships

Pattern-matching, analytic

generalization

Categorical aggregation Structuration, reconstruction of

theory

Methods Case descriptions,

interviews, documents

and observations

Case descriptions,

interviews, documents

and observations

Learning from the case,

rich descriptions

Observation, interviews,

dialogue between observer

and participants

Theory focus Building theory Developing theory, testing

theory

Building theory Testing theory

data is also aggregated in an ANO study with a focus of theory
reconstruction. In each study type, the methodological approach
closely follows the intended research goal. In NTF, interviews,
documents and observations can be used to discover relevant
constructs and relationships. Similarly, a GAH approach relies
on the confrontation of existing theory-based constructs and
relationships with case descriptions resulting from interviews,
documents and observations. In order to understand construct
reality, a rich description of a particular case is completed in SCR,
while an ANO approach relies on observation, interviews and
dialogue between observer and participants to better understand
why existing theoretical explanations have failed (Ridder, 2017).

Eisenhardt and Graebner (2007), p. 30 point out that “Theory
building from case studies is an increasingly popular and
relevant research strategy,” which is closest aligned with the NTF
approach. Similarly, SCR strives to build theory from the rich
descriptions gained during the analysis process, while the focus
of GAH is more on developing and testing theory, and the goal
of ANO is to test theory by emphasizing contradictions between
existing theory and reality.

Case study researchers also have a substantial amount of
freedom as far as the mode of argumentation is concerned.
Dubois and Gadde (2002) highlight the different strengths of
deductive, inductive and abductive approaches. Deduction works
best for developing propositions from current theory andmaking
them testable, induction strives to systematically generate theory
from data, and abduction can be used for the discovery of new
variables and relationships.

Blockchain Use Cases
It is a salient feature of the Blockchain that its characteristics
allow for the creation of a multitude of (potential) use cases
(Tapscott and Tapscott, 2016; Dieterich et al., 2017; Morabito,
2017; White, 2017; Lacity, 2018a; Leonard and Treiblmaier, 2019;
Treiblmaier and Umlauff, 2019): cryptocurrencies, examples
for smart contracts, crowdfunding, prediction markets, energy
markets, smart property, settlements, processing, authenticity,
traceability of products along the supply chain and visibility
in data exchange, trade financing, international payments,
know your customer (KYC), identity management, provenance,

property, ownership, rights management, governance, digital
certificates, digital identity, digital asset registry, escrow
transfers, electronic voting, verified corporate due diligence,
verified customer reviews, performance management systems,
betting, tokenized incentive economies, digital rights, derivates
markets, remittances, sustainability. This non-exhaustive list of
use cases illustrates the potential of the Blockchain to transform
organizations and their relationships. A comprehensive
description of the respective use case is at the core of every case
study and determines the methods being chosen.

Blockchain Case Studies in the Literature
In order to identify existing Blockchain case studies, I followed
the guidelines for systematic literature reviews as suggested
by Tranfield et al. (2003) and Watson (2015) and applied in
Ngai et al. (2008) as well as (Ngai and Gunasekaran, 2007).
performed a database search using the terms “Blockchain” or
“Distributed Ledger Technology (DLT),” in any combination
with “case study,” “use case” or “case.” The databases I used were
Business Source Premier from EBSCOhost and ScienceDirect
as well as publicly available information on Google Scholar
and ResearchGate. Furthermore, I screened the references of
the selected publications to identify further papers of relevance.
During the identification and selection process, it turned out
that it was difficult to differentiate between full-fledged case
studies and the documentation of single use cases, sincemany use
cases were performed in close cooperation with the industry and
embedded within more comprehensive projects. Furthermore,
the term “case study” is frequently used for any kind of report
in which project findings are reported, regardless of whether a
rigorous approach was applied.

To select existing Blockchain cases studies, I decided to use
as a relevant criterion the development or thorough discussion
of (a) a prototype or an application, (b) a solution for a specific
company, or (c) a solution for a particular industry. I did not
include any white papers, which are frequently used by so-
called ICOs (initial coin offerings) to promote their product and
occasionally also refer to use cases. Table 5 lists the case studies
that fulfill those selection criteria. I describe the methodological
approach used in each case and the degree to which each
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TABLE 5 | Blockchain case studies.

Author Topic Description

Albrecht et al., 2018 The impact of theory-based factors on the implementation of

various Blockchain technologies using cases in the energy

sector.

22 interviews using open questions and a semi-structured design.

Open coding to identify relevant variables and axial coding to connect

these variables to general factors.

Description of the relevant Blockchain characteristics.

Identification and description of various challenges (e.g., market power,

regulation).

Creation of a framework connecting factors found in the literature,

constructs from the interviews, the impact on various use cases (e.g.,

microgrids, grid services) and the technology being used.

Application of Diffusion of Innovations (DOI) theory, the

Technology-Organization-Environment framework and

institutional economics.

Angrish et al., 2018 FabRec: A prototype for a peer-to-peer network of

manufacturing nodes.

Creation of a system framework that allows a decentralized network of

users and service providers to operate in a decentralized

manufacturing eco-system.

Description of the relevant Blockchain characteristics.

Identification of industrial implementation challenges.

Detailed description of the system implementation, as well as of the

prototype implementation and evaluation. Development of a prototype

that demonstrates the feasibility of connecting computing nodes and

physical devices on a decentralized and interoperable network.

Auricchio et al., 2017 Potential impact of the Blockchain on the pricing model and

organizational design of Ryanair as well as the behavior of

pilots.

Conceptual analysis using market equilibrium graphs and qualitative

discussions.

Brief description of how Blockchain can help to support dynamic

pricing, organizational decision making and risk management as well

as customer service.

Biswas et al., 2017 Development of a wine supply traceability system. Description of the relevant Blockchain characteristics.

Identification and description of the challenges (e.g., authenticity,

provenance).

Development of a framework highlighting the roles and relationships of

various entities along the supply chain. The system enables

transparency, accountability, safety and security along the supply chain.

Gräther et al., 2018 “Blockchain for Education” platform which issues, validates

and shares certificates.

Description of the system, including the conceptual system

architecture, and the prototype implementation.

Discussion of security and privacy challenges.

Implementation of a prototype which deals with counterfeit protection

as well as the secure access and management of digital certification.

Karamitsos et al., 2018 Smart contracts in the real estate industry. Presentation of the design of a smart contract following a traditional

waterfall approach (analysis—design—implementation).

Discussion of the importance of various Blockchain “parameters” (e.g.,

consensus mechanism, programming language, authorization) and

types of Blockchain.

In their analysis phase the authors collect requirements from different

actors/ roles (e.g., externally owned accounts, contract accounts,

miners), in the design phase they elaborate on the major functions and

processes of the smart contracts and, finally, they present the structure

of the smart contract used in the implementation phase.

Khaqqi et al., 2018 A seller/buyer reputation-based system in a

Blockchain-enabled emission trading application.

Creation of an Emission Trading Scheme (ETS) model. Illustration of a

typical buying process for emission trading as well as the process of

collecting, selecting and combining offers and buyer bids.

Detailed evaluation using a multi-criteria analysis of environmental

performance, political acceptability and feasibility of implementation.

The authors further discuss various processes of their proposed

solution as well as transaction outputs. They propose a novel emission

trading scheme that uses Blockchain technology to address

management and fraud issues. Additionally, the system utilizes a

reputation system to increase efficacy.

(Continued)
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TABLE 5 | Continued

Author Topic Description

Li et al., 2018 A Blockchain cloud manufacturing system as a peer to peer

distributed network platform.

Presentation of a distributed peer-to-peer network architecture that

improves the security and scalability of cloud manufacturing.

Discussion of Blockchain characteristics with a focus on IoT and cloud

manufacturing.

Presentation of the proposed system architecture, illustration of the

communication between different layers as well as the data sharing

procedures and the roles of different key components.

The authors illustrate how the Blockchain can be applied in the

manufacturing industry to improve trust and flexibility of cloud

manufacturing.

Quantitative evaluation of the platform, security, and Blockchain

Network (BCN) performance.

Lucena et al., 2018 Grain Quality Assurance Tracking based on a Blockchain

Business Network in Brazil.

A case study in combination with an experiment focusing on a grain

exporter business network.

Scrutinization of the Blockchain’s applicability for business networks.

The high level architecture is presented. A Blockchain-based

certification will potentially lead to an added valuation of around 15%

for non-genetically modified soy.

McConaghy et al., 2017 Ascribe.io: A solution to identify and authenticate ownership

of digital property.

The authors explicitly justify their case study approach to examine why

and how phenomena occur in complicated contexts.

Detailed description of the problems related to the attribution, transfer

and provenance of digital property.

They describe the design of the service, which started in April 2014

and went out of operation in September 2018, with a focus on the

functioning of the transactions.

Mengelkamp et al., 2018 The Brooklyn Microgrid: A Blockchain-based microgrid

energy market without the need for central intermediaries.

Documentation of the case including a project overview, and the

market mechanism.

Discussion of the relevant Blockchain characteristics with a focus on

microgrid energy markets.

Presentation of the concept of a Blockchain-based microgrid that

enables consumers and prosumers to trade self-produced energy in a

peer-to-peer fashion on microgrid energy markets. The authors show a

high level topology of their solution and match their solution against

seven components of microgrid energy markets.

Evaluation of the Brooklyn microgrid against required components of

microgrid energy markets.

Morabito, 2017 Brief presentation of eight Blockchain practices. Short description of eight cases that share an identical structure: The

goal of the case is outlined, followed by description of the developer

and the application itself.

O’Dair and Beaven, 2017 The disruptive potential of the Blockchain in the record

industry.

Analysis of the challenges the record industry is facing.

Identification of Blockchain implementation barriers and challenges.

Detailed description of how the Blockchain can enable accurate and

easily available copyright data, near-instant micropayments and

transparency through the value chain.

Olsen et al., 2018 Architecture of Lykke Exchange, a marketplace for the

exchange of financial assets.

Presentation of Lykke Exchange, a global marketplace for the

exchange of financial assets.

Discussion of the properties of Blockchain and Bitcoin.

Description of the design of Lykke and the underlying IT architecture in

detail. Discussion of various design considerations and a comparative

analysis of exchanges with different degrees of centralization pertaining

to criteria such as trust, privacy, risks of hacks and speed of

transaction execution.

Pazaitis et al., 2017 Backfeed: A three-layered system that allows for the

production, recording, and actualization of value.

Exploration of the Blockchain’s potential to enable value systems that

support the dynamics of social sharing.

Envisioning of Backfeed, a system that comprises three layers: (a)

production of value, (b) record of value, and (c) actualization of value.

(Continued)
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TABLE 5 | Continued

Author Topic Description

Sikorski et al., 2017 Application of the Blockchain to facilitate

machine-to-machine (M2M) interactions and establish an

M2M electricity market in the chemical industry.

Exploration of Blockchain within the chemical industry.

Proof-of-concept implementation that facilitates machine-to-machine

(M2M) interactions.

Description of the relevant Blockchain characteristics.

Discussion of various challenges, such as security, privacy, wasted

resources and usability.

Demonstration that it is possible to employ blockchain technology to

facilitate M2M interactions and create an M2M electricity market in the

context of the chemical industry via the IoT.

Strugar et al., 2018 Study of electric autonomous vehicles that use DLT for

microtransactions.

Description of an electric autonomous vehicle charging and billing

architecture as well as a proof of concept.

Discussion of DLT and Tangle, the underlying technology of IOTA.

Proposal of a new charging and billing mechanism for electric vehicles

that charge their batteries while in a charging station or on the move.

Their proof-of concept employs an IOTA based payment system with

machine-to-machine communication to carry out microtransactions.

Sullivan and Burger, 2017 Application of the Blockchain to e-residency in Estonia. Investigation of the potential of the Blockchain for e-residency.

Detailed discussion of the implications for Estonian E-Residency using

the Blockchain as well as the security implications.

Examination of the legal, policy and technical implications of this

development in Estonia.

Treiblmaier and Zeinzinger,

2018

Austrian case study in which the Blockchain was used to play

the game Go on the façade of a public building.

Findings from six narrative interviews with Blockchain developers,

managers and users. Use of a holistic and single case design.

Several implementation challenges and problems are reported.

The Blockchain was used for recording all moves of the ancient game

Go, which was played on the façade of a public building. The goal of

this study was to familiarize end users with the Blockchain and to

create some public awareness for internet-related privacy issues.

Ying et al., 2018 E-commerce platform of Hainan Airlines. Description of the implementation of the Blockchain in an e-commerce

context at Hainan Airlines. Statements from qualitative interviews are

included.

Value was created by (1) issuing cryptocurrencies, (2) protecting

sensitive information and (3) eliminating institutional intermediaries.

Several lessons learned are discussed, including the creation of own

cryptocurrencies, the protection of sensitive information and the

elimination of intermediaries.

Zhang et al., 2018 FHIRChain: Applying Blockchain to securely share clinical

data.

Analysis of health-related requirements and their implications for

Blockchain-based systems.

Detailed discussion of the technical requirements for Blockchain-based

clinical data sharing.

Development of FHIRChain, a blockchain-based architecture designed

to meet health-related requirements by encapsulating the standards for

sharing clinical data. Illustration of the composition and structure of the

architecture with modular components as well as two process

workflows: (1) user registration and authentication and (2) data

access authorization.

study fulfills my recommendations for Blockchain case study
research: the description of relevant Blockchain characteristics
(cf. Table 2), the description of potential challenges that needed
to be overcome (cf. Table 3), the research design with a focus
on the underlying theoretical approach (cf. Table 4), and an
evaluation of the outcome.

It turned out that Blockchain case studies are highly
fragmented. Hardly any of them apply the suggested procedures
for case studies that can be found in the academic literature.
For example, I found only two case studies explicitly referring to
theory. One is from Albrecht et al. (2018), who apply Diffusion of
Innovations theory, the Technology-Organization-Environment
framework and institutional economics to investigate Blockchain

use cases in the energy sector. The other one is from (Pazaitis
et al., 2017), who build their study about the Blockchain and
value systems in the sharing economy on the theory of value.
Nonetheless, all of the case studies provide some insight on topics
of interest to the industry and from which some insights can
be drawn.

DESIGNING AND REPORTING
BLOCKCHAIN CASE STUDIES

Figure 1 presents a framework illustrating how Blockchain use
cases, case study research, the creation of artifacts and the
creation, development and testing of theory are connected.
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FIGURE 1 | A Framework for blockchain case study research.

The starting point is a specific phenomenon, most likely an
envisioned Blockchain use case as listed above, embedded in
its real-world context. In a first step, a careful preparation of
the case is needed, in which it is crucial to outline the design
of the study, including the motivation for applying Blockchain
technology, data sources and the context. As is shown in this
paper, case study research is a fairly flexible and multifaceted
research approach that accommodates different methodological
designs, but I still recommend to explicitly outline the basic
structure and the goals of the project and how they influence the
choice of methods. A crucial part of any Blockchain case study
is the description of the relevant Blockchain characteristics (as
shown in Table 2) and how they potentially contribute to the
solution for a specific problem.

Blockchain Case Study Framework
After outlining the justification for why a Blockchain-based
approach is used, there are two basic streams of research, which
can be differentiated by their goals of either focusing on theory
or creating an artifact. Yin (2014) writes that “some theory
development as part of the design phase is highly desired” (p.
37), but, as was shown above, alternative academic case study
designs exist (Ridder, 2017), or researchers may decide to create
a teaching or industry case. If the focus is on the creation of
theory, analytic generalization is applied, which is a two-step
process that involves the illustration of how the findings of a
case study bear upon a particular theory, theoretical construct,
or theoretical sequence of events as well as the application of
the same theory to implicate similar situations (Yin, 2010). If the
goal is the creation of an artifact, practical recommendations are
needed which enable replication studies to track and trace the
design, development and implementation process.

Theory-oriented research aims at theoretical implications for
further use cases, but does not necessarily preclude the creation
of a design science artifact. In a frequently cited case study,
Markus (1983) reports on the implementation of a financial
information system, but also applies and evaluates three different
theories of resistance in the same study. She thus illustrates how
a theoretical perspective can actually help in the solution of a

practical problem. The generation of a design science artifact,
which in the case of Blockchain might be a prototype, a full-
fledged application or the implementation of a smart contract,
has practical implications for the final evaluation of the use case.
Either the original goal is achieved—(“success story”),—which
calls for further replication studies in different scenarios, or the
deviation from the originally specified project goals necessitates
several modifications. Failures should therefore be documented,
which is something that rarely happens in the industry, but
should be a hallmark of academic research. It has to be noted,
however, that design science research does not have to exclusively
focus on design artifacts. As Baskerville et al. (2018) highlight,
design theorizing is an expected norm in design science research,
which implies that there is “some reflection on the advance in
design knowledge that is being made” (p. 363).

A careful documentation of the deviations between initial
expectations and concrete implementations is highly beneficial
for future related studies. In the case of the Blockchain those
experiences are especially important since, for example, the
engineering process for smart contracts needs to be designed to
account for the immutability of the Blockchain (Sillaber et al.,
2018). Other than in traditional software design, Blockchain-
oriented design needs to prepare for all contingencies already
during the conceptualization phase of a project. Currently there
is a lack of research that evaluates the extent to which this
is possible. The goal of the framework shown in Figure 1

is to give a rough overview of how case studies and their
related methodological and epistemological approaches can
be connected.

Blockchain Case Study Structure
The checklist in Table 6, which is loosely based on
recommendations for systematic reviews from Moher et al.
(2009), includes various sections (topics) to be included and
discussed in a Blockchain case study. The actual structure clearly
depends on the chosen design (e.g., research case, teaching
case, industry case), but several principles might equally apply
for different designs. As is the case in any academic paper, the
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TABLE 6 | Case study checklist.

Section/topic Content

ABSTRACT

Structured summary Background; objectives; case selection criteria;

methodological approach; data sources;

participants; major findings; limitations;

conclusions and implications.

INTRODUCTION

Research and Application

Goals

Description of goals being addressed and their

relevance for academia and/or the industry.

Case rationale Rationale for the case study in light of previous

research / studies.

Blockchain rationale Rationale for using the Blockchain.

Blockchain definition Definition of the Blockchain technology being

used.

Blockchain characteristics Description of Blockchain characteristics.

METHODOLOGY

Methods Justification and explanation of the methods

being applied.

Information sources Description of information sources (e.g.,

company resources, databases, interviews) and

date of information retrieval.

Data collection process Method of data extraction from primary and

secondary sources.

Variables and their

relationships

Description of variables as well as their

relationships. Frameworks or models might be

used.

RESULTS

Presentation of results Detailed results of the case study.

Study challenges Description of Blockchain challenges and how

they were dealt with.

DISCUSSION

Summary of evidence Summary of the main findings and consideration

of their relevance for the main stakeholders.

Evaluation Validity assessment of the study.

Limitations Study limitations in light of the original research

goals.

Conclusions and

implications

General interpretation of the results in the context

of other evidence and implications for future

research.

FUNDING (IF APPLICABLE)

Funding Funding sources for the case study; role of

funders for the case study.

abstract should highlight the major findings of the study in a
nutshell, and will not be discussed any further herein.

In order to put a case study into context, researchers initially
need to clearly outline the goal(s) of the project, as well as
the justification for applying a Blockchain-based solution in
this specific setting. Ideally, similar cases from the literature
are considered. Defining and describing the type of Blockchain
being evaluated and/or deployed (cf. Table 1) as well as the
organizational context of the study is crucial to examining the
fit between them. This includes all conditions and circumstances
that are of relevance for the project, including internal
and external driving forces as well as existing organizational
structures and top management support. Numerous decision

trees can be found in the literature that scrutinize the general
applicability of the Blockchain. A recent white paper from the
World Economic Forum (2018, p. 6) summarizes decisive filter
questions that help organizations to identify those scenarios in
which a Blockchain application may not be appropriate. Most
importantly, these scenarios include settings in which there
are no intermediaries or brokers that need to be removed,
no digital assets are used, and no permanent authoritative
record of a digital asset can be created. For a comprehensive
description of a Blockchain project at a conceptual stage, Feig
(2018) recommends asking the following ten questions: (1)
Who are the users?, (2) What data do users input?, (3) Are
any inputs irreversible?, (4) Who are the peers?, (5) How do
peers create blocks?, (6) What do peers validate?, (7) How do
peers validate?, (8) How do peers reach consensus?, (9) Is the
Blockchain immutable?, and (10) How are peers incentivized?
In short, the first part of any Blockchain case study must lay
the foundation for the rest of the paper by pinpointing the
organizational setting as well as the technology and its intended
purpose. Researchers especially need to document how they
apply the respective characteristics of the Blockchain (cf. Table 2)
and how they tackle the major challenges that arise during an
implementation (cf. Table 3). Both industry and academia are
at an early stage of Blockchain development and the careful
description and documentation of case studies can help the
industry to build on previous success stories and avoid pitfalls.

Subsequently, the methodology of the project needs to be
introduced and explained, which differs significantly based on
the role of theory. If the research is explicitly theory-focused, the
four different designs shown in Table 4—NTF, GAH, SCR, and
ANO—need to be described in detail. The respective selection
obviously impacts the choice of methods and data sources as
well as the interpretation of the findings. If the focus is more
on the creation of artifacts, the traceability and documentation
of the case are paramount. However, this does not preclude
theorizing, which can be done in an “interior mode” (i.e.,
producing theory for design and action) and an “exterior mode”
(theorizing about artifacts in use) (Baskerville et al., 2018). A
comprehensive documentation of the data collection process is
needed for all types of cases studies, while an in-depth description
of the variables, which might include latent constructs, and their
respective relationships is especially important for theory-related
Blockchain studies. Independent of the type of case study, a
certain amount of rigor is needed for the research design as well
as for data collection and analysis processes (Darke et al., 1998).

The presentation of the Blockchain results, again, heavily
depends on the chosen design, but I recommend the inclusion
of an additional discussion on how the characteristics of the
Blockchain (cf. Table 2) were applied and how the Blockchain
challenges (cf. Table 3) were overcome. Depending on the overall
goal of the case study, it might be useful to detail various business
processes or the development of smart contracts which deviate
from previous software engineering approaches. Sillaber et al.
(2018) suggest an elaborated engineering process which takes
into account the immutability of smart contracts and is not
based on the traditional waterfall model, but rather details the
following phases: conceptualization, implementation, approval,
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submission, execution, and finalization. Elaborating on these
stages helps readers of Blockchain case studies to reproduce the
development and deployment of smart contracts.

The discussion summarizes the main findings and their
relevance for major stakeholders. Additionally, a comparison
with previous research is advisable, which especially includes
the identification and description of “surprising” results. Lacity
(2018a, p. 48) suggests structuring Blockchain applications
around four major components: (1) the application interface
or access point (e.g., digital asset exchange, digital wallet,
bridge/gateway services, interfaces with existing systems, IoT
devices), (2) use cases (e.g., track & trace, payments, voting),
(3) code bases (e.g., Hyperledger Fabric, Ethereum, Corda,
Multichain), and (4) Blockchain protocols (i.e., specific rules
regarding access and how transactions are structured, addressed,
transmitted, routed, validated, sequenced, secured, and added
to the permanent record). Her framework provides a possible
structure to systematically discuss the findings.

In order to provide a comprehensive quality assessment, Yin
(2014), p. 45) suggests an evaluation of construct validity, internal
validity, external validity, and reliability. This is especially crucial
for studies that build on previous research, develop and test
theory, or strive to create a new research agenda. Given that
the Blockchain is an evolving technology, a thorough analysis
of limitations in light of the original research goals will help to
critically shed light on its possibilities. As I have already noted
above, the careful documentation and analysis of unsuccessful
projects will also benefit future Blockchain endeavors. Carefully
drafted conclusions and implications, which extend previous
research, will further help to build a comprehensive Blockchain
research agenda. Finally, if applicable, funding sources and the
role of funders have to be specified.

CONCLUSION

In this paper I summarize key principles of various types of
case study research and propose guidelines on how to design,
conduct, and report Blockchain case studies. However, the
structure I provide in this paper, along with suggestions on how
to incorporate theory and ensure validity, is not meant as an
exhaustive checklist to be used by reviewers in order to assess
the overall quality of a publication. In other words, it should not

be the case that the guidelines “become more important than
the study” (Holtkamp et al., 2019) or that the paper is “written
according to a ‘formula”’ (Avison et al., 2017, p. 271). Instead, I
concur with Klein and Myers (1999), p. 78) who write “while we
believe that none of our principles should be left out arbitrarily,
researchers need to work out themselves how (and which of) the
principles apply in any particular situation.” I therefore believe
that researchers will benefit most from this paper by consulting it
prior to designing their study and selecting those parts that they
deem useful for their specific research goals.

In a nutshell, I recommend that researchers

• provide a rationale for the use of Blockchain technology,
• define the type of Blockchain they use,
• describe the Blockchain characteristics that are relevant for

their study and how they are implemented,
• discuss the Blockchain challenges encountered during the case

study and how they influenced the outcome,
• justify the chosen case study type,
• outline the respective case study methodology,
• present and discuss the results appropriately for the specific

case study type,
• provide a critical evaluation of their results,
• embed their results into a broader context, thus enabling

incremental research.

Case study research provides a lot of freedom for academics and
allows for the combination of various theoretical and practical
approaches. By carefully designing their studies, researchers can
ensure that they get the most out of this versatile approach.
Blockchain technology is currently in its infancy and case study
research provides many useful tools to systematically generate
knowledge on which future research can build, be it theory-
based or practically oriented. The recommendations I present in
this paper are intended to enable such an incremental research
agenda and I hope that many researchers will find them useful.
Future research can easily adapt my recommendations to the
investigation of other disruptive technologies.
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